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Abstract:  

Purpose: With the development of the networked marketing in TV media, it is important to 

do the research on network value and optimum analysis in this field. 

Design/methodology/approach: According to the research on the mode of networked 

marketing in TV media and Correlation theory, the essence of media marketing is creating, 

spreading and transferring values. The Participants of marketing value activities are in 

network, and value activities proceed in networked form. Network capability is important to 

TV media marketing activities.  

Findings: This article raises the direction of research of analysis and optimization about 

network based on the mode of networked marketing in TV media by studying TV media 

marketing Development Mechanism , network analysis and network value structure. 

Keywords: TV media Networked Marketing network analysis, the network value and optimization 

 
 

1. Network marketing development mechanism 

Network capability is the source of obtaining sustainable competition Advantage for enterprises. 

It is the capability of developing the network comprehensive level and managing particular 

network relationship for enterprise. It is the ability of starting keeping and applying the 

commercial relationship network to achieving competitive advantages for enterprises. It is the 

summation of processing network relations and managing network position capability. It contains 

the following four capabilities, including the enterprise network strategic capability, network 

operation capability network relations capability and network occupied capability. 
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The essence of networked marketing is marketing values whole process of the Network creation 

and transmission. The Traditional Marketing Theory and the Relationship Marketing Theory 

cannot solve the questions about value of customers, because the lead function is narrow and the 

adaptive background is limited. The Modern Marketing Theory is based on the following premise: 

the strategy of an enterprise is to finish the business goal by designing how to meet the needs of 

customers. Therefore, the topics of Transaction marketing theory and the Relationship-Marketing 

theory are both at analyzing and achieving the goals and needs of both enterprises and 

customers. When enterprises formulated marketing strategies, they just considered the needs of 

customers but ignored the influence on them from other competitors. 

The operation ways of marketing are remodeled and changed by Internet, globalization and 

competition. Customer Value, core competence and cooperation network have become the three 

big factors that built the market. At the background of building of new economy, customers can 

get Real-time and comprehensive messages in lower cost. They can interact with seller and other 

customers. They can have more choice for the goods and services, even search for seller on their 

own. In this case, customer behavior was influenced deeply by customer feature, social structure 

and linkage of customers.    

Customer behavior which not only is influenced by the group relationship of customers but also 

needs social value such as entity of value of the products, Linking value. 

 Social network marketing experts present a new process about the creation, transfer and 

communication of networking based on the point of Social Network Theory, Analytic Network 

Process and network embeddedness, which is the network-oriented Networked Marketing. 

The basic of Networked Marketing is social network, which is a system that made up by customers 

and their multiple correlations. Its essence is a series of social bond or social relations that link the 

actors which form the social structure in a relatively stable way. All social behaviors are in and can 

be influenced by the social network which made up by an informal relationship. 

2. TV media networked marketing process analysis 

Network capability is an economic activity that plays a main role in promoting economic value in 

TV media marketing, which realizes in the system of dynamic network social relations and 

appreciates by embedding the relevant network medium. Network capability also plays a main 

role in affecting transmission mechanism of TV media marketing. 

The connotation of networked marketing is that enterprises and customers are both in some kind 

of social network which contains available social resources of producing customers’ value. When 

the marketers use those network resources to creating and transferring values, the network 

externalities will militate and affect the performance because of embedding. 
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There has been lots of researches that combined marketing with process to analyze. Marketing 

campaign is embeded in the main process of three creating customer value and enterprise value. 

Compare the traditional marketing, the relationship marketing and the Network marketing model 

in their main process, this article will construct network marketing theory according to them. 

marketing mode Business process 

traditional marketing 
(transaction-oriented) 

Film and television product 
development management process 

Resource provider 
management process 

Customer relationship 
management process 

 

 

Design and develop the products 
that can make the customer value 
maximization and create customer 

satisfaction 

sign a series of contracts 
with external resource 

provider 

Identifying, locating, 
selling, transfering and 

serving 
tools：4P’S 

relationship marketing 
(relationship-oriented) 

Find a series of relations from both 
internal and external 

develop the relations with 
external resource provider 

Develop, cultivate and 
promote customer groups 
and individual relations：

4R’S 

Network to network 
marketing 

(network oriented) 

Lead and participate in many 
different networks and diffuse 
cultivate and integrate product 

development 
 

Lead and participate in 
many different supply 

network to create resource 
supply, improve the 

efficiency of resources 

identify and satisfy 
customers’ demands by 

developing and managing 
the network 

Table 1. Content contrast of three kinds of marketing mode in the main business process 

According to the summary of form 1, the theoretical framework of networked marketing mode 

will set up on the three key Business process which are PDM, SCM and CRM in this article. The 

main practical activities of networked marketing are 3N’S process, they are: (1) network 

analysis: identify and analyze the current and potential network in enterprises to explore the 

content, location and speciality of the customer value (2) network building: confirm the network 

objects to build and develop the route to build so that customer value and its supporter can be 

created (3) network optimization: manage the network in the dynamic way . Maintain, optimize 

and quit the problem. Spread, transfer and upgrade value. 

3. Analysis of TV media networked marketing model 

Value activities are controlled by enterprises, customers, third-parties and support groups. Value 

exploration needs marketers identifying and analyzing the network they are in or want to be in so 

that they can realize the display of customer value, the capability of assessing enterprises and the 

resource space of holding resource. The three periods of the strategy forming in Network strategy 

are recognition network form, analysis of the network relationship and analysis of the network 

structure. 
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3.1. Recognition network form 

Distinguishing criterion Topology 

Organization location External network and self network (Dimaggio & Louch, 1998; Zaheer & Bell, 2005) 

Network members 

composition 

Customer network,  supplier network,  competitors network and reseller network 

(Ustuer & Godes,2006) 

Network relations 

essence 

Social network (Berry, 1983; Gronroos, 1983, 1990; Gummesson, 1987; Levitt, 1981; 

Morgan & Hunter, 1994) 

Business Network(Anderson, Hakanson & Johanson, 1994) 

Institutional network (Granovetter, 2005,2007; Nelason, 1982; Wilkinson, 2002) 

Network structure Close Network and open Network (Bourdieu, 1980; Coleman, 1992) 

Network resources Emotional product information and technical network ect. 

Network maintenance 

time 

Long duration Network (Deconstructed firm, Strategic, Value-added partnership) 

(Johnston & Lawrence,1988; Verity) 

Short duration Network (virtual corporation) 

Table 2. Classification of TV media networked marketing network form 

3.2. Analysis of the network relationship 

Networking TV media's marketing research and advance can affect the creation and delivery of 

customer value. In the network marketing, it is necessary to learn from the point of view of social 

network theory, when analyze the characteristics of the network relationship, join the analysis of 

relationship strength. The relationship is divided into strong ties and weak ties, strong ties have 

higher reliability of the information, but the information is easy to be homogeneous; But the 

information from weak ties is more novel and heterogeneous, it can improve the performance of 

the actors. The strong relationship and weak relationship in the cluster network can affect the 

creation and the influence of explicit knowledge and tacit knowledge, the strong relationship is 

considered to be more conducive to the tacit knowledge communication, and the weak 

relationship is more beneficial to the explicit knowledge communication. Therefore, enterprise in 

spreading value must be clear about the information content and nature, then, decide to establish 

a strong relationship or a weak relationship. Analysis of online relationships significance lies in, 

the significance of analysis the network relationship is that, through the analysis of the quality 

and strength in the network, we can get an initial way to reach a network, thus, we have the 

premise of using the externality, to reduce the cost of value creation, dissemination and delivery. 

3.3. Analysis of the network structure 

Network status is a key dimension in the network structure, it determines the ultimate effect of 

marketing campaigns. The consumers with greater social solidarity residing in the highest value 

in a social network status, they are very important to the results of marketing campaigns. The 

efficiency and effectiveness of network value creation, dissemination, and delivery depends on 

the mastery of externality of network resources, depends on the following four variables: 
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 Centrality. The higher the centrality, the more opportunities actors can guide and get the 

resources, they can occupy a key position in the network.  

 Structural autonomy. It occupies the actors in structure, it can be faster and more 

effective to enjoy the resources in the internet, by blocking the flow of information or 

distorting the information content in the process of information transfer, in order to 

control the other actors, forming the authority relationship between network structure. 

 Structure balance. When the relationships in the network become more balanced, actors 

would consciously avoid direct conflict in the network, and the network will more 

stabilized. 

 Network density. High density network make it easier to develop shared norms of mutual 

trust relations, and the common patterns of behavior; high density network also shorten 

the average path of information passing, speed up the flow of information, and also 

conducive to the rapid spread of innovative knowledge and results. 

4. Basing the network build on network capability and value creation of television 

media 

Through network analysis, we can clear that where the marketers in network and the value form 

of network customers, enterprise value creation space and network resource distribution, so we 

can develop a variety of marketing strategies, through the marketing activities for the formation 

of the network and entrance. 

4.1. Basing the construction of relationship between self network and external 

network on network level 

Basing the construction of self network on business enterprise level and relationship level, we can 

through these three ways: First of all, we can through the tribal marketing and accept the entry 

conditions, create the “network consensus”, let the enterprise embed in a network, forming a self 

network. Secondly, by internalizing and participating, absorbing new actors, forming a self 

network. Thirdly, by accepting and internalizing social norms and interface rules, realizing the 

construction of self network. 

Basing the marketing on self network and external network, there are two levels of network 

embedded: in low level, by structural analysis of the two networks, identifying the common Third 

party, as the embedded object and bridges, to realize the nesting of two different networks. In 

High level, the highest cost income is: Find out the structure hole between two core actors of 

networks, looking for or to set up a third party in that position, strengthening the bilateral 

relationship with third party, as a bridge between the two core actors of networks, forming a core 

relationship among networks, to realize the nesting of two different networks. 
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4.2. The network optimization of TV media network marketing mode 

 Mode 
 
Indicator        

Transaction marketing model Relationship marketing model Network marketing model 

Guide Transaction Relationship Network 

Research 
contents 

Target market and marketing mix 
strategy which take the 
customers as the core 

To keep the customers as the 
center of the customer 
relationship management 

Network construction and 
development take network value 
activity as the core 

Analytical basis 
Economics, Management, 
Behavioral Science and 
Psychology etc 

New institutional economics etc 
Consumers, Customer 
relationship and Related 
network 

The research 
object 

Consumers Customer relationship 
Consumers, Customer 
relationship and Related 
network 

Basic human 
nature 

hypothesis 

Agent, Social man, Profit 
maximization 

Agent, Social man, cultured 
people, Network people, 
Reasonable profit 

Agent, Social man, cultured 
people, Network people, Profit 
sharing 

Social patterns 
of practice 

Industrial society, Mechanized 
production 

Post-industrial society, Service 
Economy, Perceptual consumption 
era 

Post-industrial society, New 
economy 

Key Concepts 
Demand, Target Customer, 
Market segmentation, Market 
positioning, Marketing Mix 

Customers satisfaction degree, 
Customer Retention, Customer 
Loyalty, Trust, Promise 

Network, Dive relationship, 
Network capability, Integrated 
value, Network marketing 
process 

Marketing Tools 
Basing 4P’S on differences of 
customers 

Basing 4P’S on  Relationship 
differentiation 

Basing 3N’S on Value network 

Customer Value 
Product entity value(Function 
interests and Emotional benefits) 

Entity value of products or 
services and Symbol value 
(Function interests and Emotional 
benefits, 
Relationship benefits) 

Integrated value provided by 
network(Function interests, 
Emotional benefits, Relationship 
benefits and Social value of 
products and services) 

Positioning 
Marketing 

Necessary activities used for 
problem solving and decision 
making 

Interactive activities of enterprise 
and consumers and other 
stakeholders 

A series of activities and social 
process of the enterprises in 
network total creation, spread 
and transfer value 

Table 3. Comparison of network marketing model with transaction marketing model and relationship 

marketing model 

From the perspective of relationship dimensions, the network configuration of TV media network 

marketing mode has interpersonal, commercial and institutional three aspects: Firstly, using 

salesmen themselves, to manage the external embedding network of interpersonal relationship 

network of senior person such as “boundary” for marketing benefits; Secondly, adopting an 

enterprise level product upgrades, creating common value, bilateral pricing, Networking channel, 

IMC and the externality of economic relation network of specific corporate marketing strategies to 

enter the network and reap the marketing benefits; Thirdly, using the externality of network 

practice and network culture of enterprise network organization to enter the network and reap 

the marketing benefits. We can compare the network marketing model with the transaction 

marketing model and the relationship marketing model deeply to analyze how to optimize the 

network of TV media network marketing model. As shown in table 3. 

In short, TV media network marketing is not terminated in the construction of the network, we 

also need a good network capability to keep the network running and healthy, to ensure that the 

value in network can be healthy and normal spread and transfer, this will require the network 

support and the network optimization, even when necessary we must exit the network, in order 
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to search for the new value to network reconfiguration. And the basis of these decisions depends 

on the controllable variable that can affect the network capacity, to regulate the marketing 

performance, through the causal relationship between network capability and the performance of 

value activities to decide whether or not to sustain the network, how to optimize the network and 

how to exit the network. 

5. Conclusion 

The research contents of TV media network marketing mode surround that how the enterprise 

expand for network operation and management, it is based on the customer, relationship, 

network source, marketing ability, market information, network capability and other core 

concepts, it breaks the 4P' frame which based on traditional customer differentiation, the 4R's 

framework which based on relationship marketing category and the 3N's tool which based on 

exploration, creation, dissemination and transfer of the network value. In this paper, to the 

enterprise no matter inside or outside, we regard all actors who are related to the value activities 

as the research object, paying attention to the long-term development of the whole environment 

of TV media network marketing, it opens up a new research field. 

In future studies, we also need to analyze how the social network promote or restrict the 

generation and transmission of the integrity value from the network level. To consider from the 

actor’s level and bilateral level, we tried to explain the mechanism of action, evolution process 

and specific path that how marketing enterprise embedded in the customer network. To consider 

from actor’s level and relation level, we deepened the understanding of the traditional 

relationship marketing, increased the customer value. 
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